
Wednesday 20th January – Primary 2 

 

 

Watch PE with Joe - LIVE at 9am 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ 

 

Phew! That was hard work. Have a drink and get ready for maths. 

 

We have been working to measure things at home. We have been thinking and talking about words we use to measure mass and 

capacity (weight, heavier, lighter, full, nearly full, half empty, empty etc.) We have been working to compare and order objects 

using these.  

 

We are starting to think about 

standard units of measure for 

length, weight(mass) and capacity 

for our measure work today. 

Have a look at and work through 

this SWAY and have a go at some 

of the linked games. 

 

Here is a copy of the final task in 

the SWAY – there are a few ways 

you could answer this so have a 

good talk and think! 

 

Remember you do not need to 

print anything out unless you 

want to. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ
https://sway.office.com/iKnSPhBi481jNU3a?ref=Link


• Do continue to work on your counting 

forwards and backwards! Work to 

challenge yourself again today, (the 

millilitres task counts in 100s you may 

have noticed!) Start to focus on those 

tasks that you are finding trickier and 

spend a few minutes working through 

some of the tasks. 

 

Refuel! Now would be a good time to have a snack and a drink 

 

ERIC stands for Everyone Reading In Class. You may choose to read a few pages of your chapter book, or maybe a family member 

could read you a story. You may enjoy choosing a story from here: https://www.thinglink.com/card/1406688310872506371 

 

Let’s look at our sounds ‘sc’ and ‘sk’ today: https://sway.office.com/6JCh3ok7hOaGMPNi?ref=Link  

In this SWAY (https://sway.office.com/6inkKA8aVXXwzMBX?ref=Link  we continue to think and talk about stories and we read 

through a new story that you can find on Active Learn called The Four Singers.   

 

For the next 3 weeks we will be learning a little more about Judaism. 

Today we are looking at the Jewish story of Moses and how the 

Jewish people left Egypt.  

 

Have a talk and see if you can answer these questions:  

 

 

https://www.thinglink.com/card/1406688310872506371
https://sway.office.com/6JCh3ok7hOaGMPNi?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/6inkKA8aVXXwzMBX?ref=Link
https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/login?c=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RdSQT7DS1lI


 

What a busy morning! Time to refresh our brains and bodies. 

 

Continue to research and learn all about your continent, Europe. Choose a minimum of 1 activity per session to complete. This grid 

will last for the whole topic.  

Head Teacher’s Task – Choose 

a country from your continent 

and draw or make the 

traditional dress / costume. 

Research the countries that are 

in your continent. How many 

can your find? Which is your 

favourite? Why? 

Research the flags of some of 

the countries that are in your 

continent. Can you create a 

picture of some of them? (this 

doesn’t have to be a drawing) 

Which is your favourite? Why? 

Are there any special or unique 

transport methods? This can be 

something you find that interests 

you. 

Research the animals that live in 

the countries of your continent.  

Are there any specific to these 

areas in the world? Can you 

make a picture? 

Create an advertisement for 

tourism in one of your countries.  

It could be a video, poster or 

brochure. Be persuasive! 

Create a picture or model of a 

natural landmark. 
Research the traditional religions 

and beliefs of the people in some 

of these countries. 

Can you research some 

traditional food that is eaten in 

your continent? Have a go at 

making it if you can. 

Are there any pollution or 

climate issues in your 

continent? How is it affecting 

them? 

What important scientific 

discoveries have been made in 

your continent? Who made 

them? How have they impacted 

the world?  

What sports or games are played 

on your continent? Which are the 

most popular? Choose 1 and write 

a list of the main rules to help us 

learn to play it. 

Can you find your continent on 

a map? Check it out on Google 

Earth.  

Create a picture or model of a 

famous building or piece of 

architecture. 

What languages are spoken on 

your continent? Can you learn 

how to greet another person? 

Remember, it may also include 

a physical action. 

Can you make up your own 

question to find out about your 

continent? 

Recreate a chosen country from 

your continent and see if you can 

mark some of the major cities 

and any landmarks that 

particularly interested you. 

Include at least the capital city of 

your chosen country. You can 

draw and/or make your country. 

What sort of currencies (types of 

money) exist in our continent? Try 

and find at least one that is different 

to the money we use here in 

Scotland and the UK. Write a list of 

the names of any different 

European currencies you can find. 

Can you find some pictures of what 

one of these currencies look like 

compared to our money?  

Research and retell a 

Traditional Story from one of 

the countries in your continent.  

This could be a myth or a 

legend.  You could even record 

yourself telling the story. 

Try and find some traditional 

musical instruments from another 

country in our continent.  

Compare and contrast these to 

ones from our country, e.g. 

bagpipes (YouTube link), fiddle, 

accordion. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/dwBoxMUGKHE

